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Abstract

The future mobile communication networks are expected to cope
with growing local usage patterns especially in dense urban areas at
more affordable deployment and operation expenses. Beyond lever-
aging small cell architectures and advanced radio access technologies;
more radio spectrum are expected to be required to achieve the desired
techno-economic targets. Therefore, the research activity has been di-
rected towards discussing the benefits and needs for more flexible and
local spectrum authorization schemes. This thesis work is meant to
be a contribution to this ongoing discussion from a techno-economic
perspective.

In chapter three, the engineering value of the different flexible au-
thorization options are evaluated from the perspective of established
mobile network operators using the opportunity cost approach. The
main results in chapter three indicate the economic incentives to deploy
more small cells based on flexible spectrum authorization options are
subject to the potential saving in the deployment and operation costs.
Nonetheless; high engineering value can be anticipated when the den-
sity of small cells is equal or larger than the active mobile subscribers’
density.

While in chapter four, the possible local business models around
different flexible authorization options are investigated from the per-
spective of emerging actors with limited or ’no’ licensed spectrum re-
sources. In this context, dependent or independent local business can
be identified according to surrounding spectrum regulations. On pos-
sible independent local business models for those emerging actors is to
exploit the different flexible spectrum authorization options to provi-
sion tailored local mobile services. Other viable dependent local busi-
ness models rest with the possibility to enter into different cooperation
agreements to deploy and operate dedicated local mobile infrastructure
on behalf established mobile network operators.
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Sammanfattning

Framtidens mobila kommunikationsnät förväntas klara ett växande
lokalt användningsmönster, särskilt runt tätort, mot mer överkomliga
förläggnings och provisionskostnader. Utöver fler småceller och avan-
cerade radioteknologier krävs mer radiospektrum för att uppnådessa
tuffa tekniska och ekonomiska mål. Dock förblir tryggandet av tillför-
litligt spektrum en utmaning, särskilt i band med fördelaktiga vågut-
bredningsegenskaper. Mycket fokus har därför legat påatt utreda behov
och fördelar av en mer flexibel och effektiv hantering och delning av
spektrumresurser i synnerhet. Denna avhandling ämnar bidra till den-
na diskussion ur ett tekno-ekonomiskt perspektiv.

I kapitel tre utvärderas det tekniska värdet av de olika flexibla
auktoriseringsalternativen ur etablerade mobilnätoperatörers perspek-
tiv.För detta ändamål används alternativkostnadsmetoden för att ut-
värdera elasticiteten av utbyte mellan spektrum och nätverksinfrastruk-
tur. Våra resultat indikerar att de ekonomiska incitamenten till att för-
lägga fler småceller baserat pålokal spektrumauktorisering är föremål
för ytterligare förläggnings- och underhållskostnader som kan undvikas
påmakronivå. Därutöver kommer lokal spektrumauktorisering spela en
nyckelroll i provisionering av högre datatakter för slutanvändaren i ex-
tremt täta förläggningsscenarier där radiobastätheten är lika med eller
större än den aktiva användartätheten.

I kapitel 4 identifierar vi potentiella affärs modeller runt lokalt de-
lad spektrumauktorisering sett framväxande lokala nätverksoperatörers
perspektiv. I detta sammanhang kan beroende eller självständigt lokalt
företag identifieras enligt omgivande spektrumregler. På möjliga obero-
ende lokala affärsmodeller för de nya aktörerna är att utnyttja de olika
flexibla spektrumtillståndsalternativen för att tillhandahålla skräddar-
sydda lokala mobila tjänster. Andra livskraftiga beroende lokala af-
färsmodeller vilar på möjligheten att ingå olika samarbetsavtal för att
distribuera och driva dedikerad lokal mobilinfrastruktur på uppdrag av
etablerade mobiloperatörer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, the reader will be introduced to the background of the thesis
problem, and then the thesis scope and the adopted methodology will be pre-
sented. By the end of the chapter, a briefly description for thesis contribution
will be provided along with an outline of the included conference papers and
journals in this thesis work.

1.1 Background

The mobile communication networks have witnessed an amazing growth
both in the number of subscription and the traffic usage per subscrip-

tion during the last few decades [1] [2, 3]. This trend is expected to be con-
tinued in future due to the emergence of multitude of human-centric and
machine-centric applications with variant quality of service (QoS) require-
ments [4].Other than the massive increase in the traffic volume, another vis-
ible design challenge is the h growing local usage pattern for mobile services
in areas where the end-subscribers are nomadic or stationary. In this con-
text, Cisco and other similar industry partners indicate that around 80% of
the mobile traffic originates from indoor locations especially in dense urban
areas [2] [3].

Looking ahead, more diverse quality of service (QoS) requirements are
anticipated for future mobile networks that include achieving 10 to 100 more
average data per subscriber, more than 1000 times more network capacity and
10 to 30 times lower latency than what have been experienced today [4,5].Yet,
the challenge is how to provision these diverse quality of service (QoS) for all
type of subscribers when and where in affordable deployment and operation

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

expenses compared to what is experienced in today’s mobile networks [4, 5].
Here, the techno-economic challenges are not only limited by the required
investment to modernize and expand the mobile network infrastructure, yet
and by the limitations of sufficient radio spectrum resources with favored
propagation characteristics and its high acquisition costs.

As the availability of the sufficient spectrum resources is expected be key
challenge in future mobile services ecosystems; the research activities have
turned to the investigation of technological solutions for managing, sharing
and utilizing the spectrum resources in more flexible and efficient manner.
Towards this ends; novel network architectures and flexible spectrum au-
thorization schemes along with efficient and dynamic network operation and
management techniques are widely investigated by the research community.
Hence, it is appropriate to begin this chapter with a brief summary of some
notable studies that discuss the technological advances in mobile network ar-
chitecture and the changes in spectrum management landscape along with
their implication in the business domain.

1.1.1 Changes in Mobile Network Architecture
At radio access network architecture level, shift towards more heterogeneous
and dynamic network architecture (HetNet) has been perceived as cost-effective
and energy-efficient topology to cope with the uneven distribution of the traf-
fic demand in mobile network [2] [6]. In view of HetNet architecture, the
Macro-cells infrastructure is supplemented by small-cells infrastructure based
on cellular technologies such as (e.g. Micro-cell, Pico-cells and Femto-cell)
and non-cellular technologies (e.g. WiFi Access Points (AP)) [7]. This is cou-
pled with the use of multiple radio access technologies (multi-RAT), multiple
antennas (MIMO) and the aggregation of multiple spectrum resource under
different authorization [7] [6]. However, the dense deployment of small-cells
infrastructure will raise number technical and business challenges to to assure
seamless integration with macro cells based infrastructures [7].

In the technical domain, flexible and efficient back-haul solutions are re-
quired to assure seamless mobility, traffic load balancing and interference man-
agement between different macro cells and small cells infrastructures. Hence,
more design challenges are raised on the back-haul and front-haul parts in the
radio access network [8]. For example, study such as in [9], have investigated
the pros and cons of both of the distrusted and centralized deployment of
small cells in shared spectrum. The results in [9]indicate that the dense de-
ployment of small cells with loose coordination can lead to diminishing return
in the achieved capacity.
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While in the business domain, the deployment and ownership of the small
cells infrastructures by many actors with same or different business traditions
pose questions about how to share these infrastructures and the benefits that
might accrue from such sharing. On hand, the emerging network function
virtualization (NFV) and software define network (SDN) concepts along with
the advances in the cloud computing are expected to pave the way for more
technological convergence between fixed and mobile services. This shift to-
wards cloud-based and software-based radio access could open the door for
more innovative business model based on concepts such as Small cells-as-a-
Service [10] [11]. While on other hand, this trends could raised questions
about the required innovations in regulation domains to assure fair and effi-
cient cooperation models.

1.1.2 Changes in Spectrum Regulation Landscape
Accessing more spectrum resources has always perceived as one of the impor-
tant ingredients to cope with the increasing demand for the mobile services.
However, securing enough spectrum resources remains a key challenging task
as the spectrum resource is already shared among different wireless commu-
nication systems. That is why; innovations in the technology side and policy
domain are cautiously taking place together to pave the way for better utiliza-
tion of spectrum resources.In this context, the regulators and standardization
bodies have been discussing policies and standards concerning the shift to-
wards more flexible spectrum authorization options. This trend is driven by
number of technological innovations such as cognitive radio (CR), software
defined radios (SDR)and shift to smaller cell architecture which enable more
flexible and dynamic spectrum use options [12].

Various flexible spectrum authorizations options can be mapped between
the exclusive and common authorization schemes as shown in Figure 1.1. The
classification of these flexible spectrum authorization are based on several
dimensions: common use vs. exclusive use; licensed vs. unlicensed autho-
rization approaches; primary and secondary usage rights; Service-oriented vs.
service-neutral authorization and technology-oriented vs. technology-neutral
authorization [12, 13]. In this context, more dynamic and flexible spectrum
use options can be envisioned based on coexistence, cooperation and sharing
among equals or between primary and secondary users.In the case of primary
(horizontal) usage all the users have similar authorization rights, while in the
case of secondary (vertical) usage, at least one of the spectrum users (primary
user) has a higher authorization right and shall be protected from harmful
interference caused by the secondary users as depicted in Figure1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Spectrum Authorization Options

• Unlicensed Primary Shared Access Schemes: In this type of the
flexible authorization options, the aim is to enable more technology-
neutral and service-neutral utilization of the spectrum resources. In
this context, common common use of the spectrum resources is allowed
without any license fee if certain technical and regulation conditions. A
good example of such spectrum access options is the licensed Assisted
Access(LAA) or LTE-U as shown in Figure 1.1. The standardization
efforts for the LAA or LTE-U aims to enable a peaceful coexistence
between the LTE system and WIFI systems by adopting a contention
access protocol based on listen-before-talk (LBT)concept [14]. The op-
ponents of such type of flexible spectrum authorization options argue
that it ultimately would result in the provisioned quality of when too
many users exploit the shared spectrum resources, which is known as
the tragedy of commons [9].
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• Unlicensed Secondary Shared Access Schemes: This type of spec-
trum sharing, an identified number of secondary users can share the li-
censed spectrum resources owned by a Primary Users (PUs) based on a
peaceful coexistence technique [15,16]. Here, the condition to protect the
service of the users with higher priority (primary users. A good exam-
ples is the dynamic secondary access (DSA) to the empty or white spots
in the licensed frequency bands for the broadcasting services (Known
as TVWS) by number of secondary users. Recent examples of the DSA
regulations frameworks based on non-coordinated techniques can found
in USA and Europe(DFS) [17,18].

• Licensed Primary Shared Access Schemes:Unlike the unlicensed
primary shared access schemes, this type of flexible spectrum authoriza-
tion aims to enable exclusive use of spectrum resource based on licensed
fees for defined number of uses [19]. In other words, licenses are typi-
cally issued to specific licensees by defining the frequency ranges and ge-
ographic locations in which the spectrum can be utilized, the maximum
power level to be transmitted, technology to be used and type of service
to be provision. One example of this type of flexible spectrum authoriza-
tion options is the co-primary inter mobile network operator spectrum
sharing in which multiple mobile network operators(MNOs)can jointly
utilize their licensed spectrum resources. From the regulatory body
point of view, this type sharing can be implemented via bilateral agree-
ments between the MNOs or by constructing a group licenses for limited
number of MNOs [20].

• Licensed Secondary Shared Access Schemes: This type of flexible
spectrum authorization options aims to enable the incumbent to issue
licensed secondary use rights to one or more secondary users based on
certain technical and business conditions. A good example of this ap-
proach is the Licensed Shared Access (LSA) as shown in Figure 1.1. The
LSA is concepts aim to allow the primary users to share their licensed
spectrum resources with one or more secondary users. Theoretically, the
LSA concept would increase the use of the radio spectrum by allowing
shared and guaranteed accesses when and where the primary licensee
is not using its designated frequencies in accordance with a set of pre-
defined technical and regulations conditions [21].
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1.2 Problem Formulation and Research Questions

The ongoing technological developments in both radio access network and
end-subscriber devices along with the changes in the spectrum regulation
landscape devising number of flexible spectrum authorization options. On
hand these flexible spectrum authorization options could be exploited by an
established MNO to to provision affordable mobile services in certain local
areas. While on the other hand, more business innovation in the mobile ser-
vices ecosystems can be anticipated at smaller scale basis to fulfil the needs of
under-served vertical markets in spotty local environments (i.e. either in in-
door or outdoor locations). In this context, non-telecom actors such as utility
companies, education institution and local communities could play key roles
in future local mobile services business.

The challenges facing the traditional mobile network operator is how to
adopt more innovative business strategy in order to stay abreast and more
competitive in face of the possible emerging competitors. While, the challenges
from the policy makers perspective are centric around determining whether
the value of introducing more local spectrum authorization schemes outweighs
the possible negative effects on level of competition in the market and the
business feasibility for different actors in the market (i.e. established and
emerging actors).

Taking these various dimensions and perspectives into account, the key
focus on this thesis is to investigate the possible impact of introducing more
flexible spectrum use options on organization of local mobile services ecosys-
tem rather than the anticipated value for specific established or emerging
actors. For this purpose, the conducted studies in this thesis work have been
divided into two research questions as follows:

• HLRQ1:Whether and how the established actors in local mo-
bile services ecosystem can benefit from more flexible spectrum
authorization options?
The first high-level research question above aims at studying the en-
gineering value of the different flexible spectrum authorization options
from the perspective of established actors in the local service ecosys-
tem. The applied valuation approach is based on studying the elastic-
ity of substitution between the spectrum resources and infrastructure
resources in different network deployment scenarios, spectrum sharing
authorization options and user demand levels. Moreover, the impact of
the back-haul network solution on the engineering value of the spectrum
is studied as well. Here the focus is on understanding the structure of
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the total cost of ownership in order to identify its major parts in the
radio access network.

• HLRQ2: Will the shift towards more flexible spectrum autho-
rization options open the door for new local business mod-
els?And in what manner?
In the second high-level research question, the aim is to investigate the
possible local business models around different flexible spectrum autho-
rization options considering the surrounding techno-economic forces. In
this context, the surrounding techno-economic forces such as the tech-
nological advances and the changes in the regulation framework could
influence how different flexible spectrum authorization options will be
introduced and use. Hence, we need to discuss how the interplay be-
tween different techno-economic forces in specific market can change the
nature, scope, and size of local business opportunities. For this purpose,
number of case studies from different markets are studied and analyzed
to identify the value proposition each emerging actor can offer and where
to position itself possible in local mobile broadband ecosystem.

1.3 Thesis Contributions and Publications Outline

The contributions of this thesis are represented by eight papers in peer-
reviewed publications. In the following section an illustration of the con-
tribution by each paper grouped by the subject area.

1.3.1 Techno-economic Analysis Framework
One of the key objectives within the scope of this thesis work is to develop
simplified tele-economic framework that can be used by both of the opera-
tors and the regulatory body to assess the economic and engineering value of
different flexible spectrum authorization options. Towards this end, a survey
of the Device-to-Device communications and indoor small cells as enabler for
more flexible spectrum authorization in dense deployment scenarios has been
conducted in Paper I. In this regards, the pros and cons of both aforemen-
tioned two technological solutions are identified from both a technical and a
business point of views. Then in Paper II, we developed techno-economic
frame work considering both of access and backhaul networks to capture the
main cost elements for local mobile service by comparing different macro cells
and small cells based provisioning strategies. The conducted works in in Pa-
per II have focused on investigating the trade-off between targeted quality
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of services in terms of the average data rate per subscriber, inquired invest-
ment cost (CapEx) and operation cost (with focus on energy consumption) as
function of the available spectrum resources under different homogenous and
heterogeneous deployment scenarios.

• Paper I: Laya, A.; Kun Wang; Widaa, A.A.; Alonso-Zarate, J.; Mark-
endahl, J.; Alonso, L., "Device-to-device communications and small cells:
enabling spectrum reuse for dense networks," Wireless Communications,
IEEE, vol.21, no.4, pp.98,105, August 2014.

• Paper II: Ashraf A. Widaa, Konstantinos Chatzimichail, Jan Mark-
endahl and Cicek Cavdar,"Techno-economics of Green Mobile Networks
Considering Backhauling", In European Wireless 2014; 20th European
Wireless Conference; Proceedings of, pp. 1-6. VDE, 2014.

Author’ contributions: the contribution of the third author (Mr. Widaa)
in Paper I has made mainly on the part investigating the use of smallcell as
enabler for more flexible spectrum use in dense deployment scenarios. How-
ever, Widaa is the main contributor in the Paper II in terms of developing
the cost and power consumption models and selection of the investigated sce-
narios. In this regard the first author wrote a paper draft along with cost
comparison approach with numerical result. The second, third and fourth
authors have provided comments on the overall paper structure along with
information regarding the cost and power consumption models.

1.3.2 Elasticity of substitution between resources in radio
access network infrastructure

The main contributions in Paper III and Paper IV aim at evaluating the
need for and benefits from more spectrum resources based on different shared
spectrum authorization option considering outdoor small cell deployment sce-
nario. In Paper III, we investigated when e mobile operators will start to
experience a diminishing return from the radio base stations densification
under specific average exclusive spectrum holding. While in Paper IV, we
focused on investigating the tradeoff between the potential saving in the num-
ber of the deployed radio nodes in relation to the additional deployment and
operation cost per radio node as result of aggregating spectrum resources in
different bands and under different authorization option.

• Paper III: Ashraf A. Widaa , Yanpeng Yang, Ki Won Sung and Jan
Markendahl, On the Engineering Value of Spectrum in Dense Mobile
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Network Deployment Scenarios, IEEE International Symposium on Dy-
namic Spectrum Access Networks (DySPAN), Stockholm, 2015.

• Paper IV: Ashraf A. Widaa and Jan Markendahl, Impact of The
Flexible Spectrum Aggregation Schemes on the Cost of Future Mobile
Network, 22nd International Conference on Telecommunications (ICT),
Sydney, 2015.

Authors’ contributions: Mr. Widaa is the main contributor in Paper III
in terms of introducing the cost and power consumption models and selection
of the investigated scenarios. However, the second, third and fourth author
have provide information regarding the network deployment model based on
stochastic geometry approach. Moreover, the Mr. Widaa is main contributor
in the Paper IV. In this regard, the first author wrote the paper draft in-
cluding the numerical result and analysis parts. However, the second author
was actively involved in finalizing the paper.

1.3.3 Diminishing vs. expanding Returns of Investments in
Indoor Small cell deployments

The main contributions in Paper V and Paper VI are devoted to the in-
vestigation of how the back-haul solutions can be a determinant investment
factor in heterogeneous network deployments. In Paper V, the aim had been
to understand how the back-haul solution cost affects the cost structure and
power consumption structure when shifting to smaller cell architectures. For
this purpose, the impact of backhaul solution is compared in two deployment
scenarios that provide the required indoor coverage namely; macro cells versus
indoor small cells deployments .While in Paper VI, the interplay between,
cost, power consumption and used spectrum resources per radio base station
is investigated when adopting wired and wireless backhauling solutions.

• Paper V:Ashraf A. Widaa, Jan Markendahl, Cicek Cavdar and Amirhos-
sein Ghanbari, "Study on Effect of Backhaul Solution on Indoor Mobile
Deployment - Macrocell vs. Femtocell", 24th Annual International Sym-
posium on Personal, Indoor, and Mobile Radio Communications, Lon-
don, UK, September 2013.

• Paper VI: Ashraf A.Widaa, Jan Markendahl, Cicek Cavdar, Inter-
play Between Cost, Capacity and Power Consumption in Heterogeneous
Mobile Networks, 21st International Conference on Telecommunications
(ICT), Lisbon, 2014.
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Authors’ contributions: Mr. Widaa is the main contributor to Paper
V and Paper VI in terms of introducing the cost and power consumption
models and selection of the investigated scenarios. In Paper V, the first
author conducted the cost comparison approach and the trade-off analysis
and the second, third and fourth authors commented actively on the overall
structure of paper. While in Paper VI, the second and third authors provided
valuable information on the cost and power consumption models.

1.3.4 Local Business models around Flexile Spectrum
Authorization Options

The main contributions in Paper VII and Paper VIII focus on identifying
different local mobile services business models that can be developed around
local spectrum authorization options. In this context, the business and in-
vestments strategies for different established and emerging actors in the local
mobile broadband ecosystem have been investigated in view of the different
shared spectrum authorization options.

• Paper VII:Ashraf A. Widaa, Jan Markendahl and Amirhossein Ghan-
bari, Evaluation of Spectrum Access Options for Indoor Mobile Net-
work Deployment, 24th Annual International Symposium on Personal,
Indoor, and Mobile Radio Communications, London, UK, September
2013.

• Paper VIII: Ashraf A. Widaa, Jan Markendahl, Amirhossein Ghan-
bari: Investment Strategies for Different Actors in Indoor Mobile Mar-
ket in View of the Emerging Spectrum Schemes, The 24th European
Regional Conference of the International Telecommunications Society,
Florence, Italy (ITS2013) September 2013.

Authors’ contributions: Widaa is the main contributor in Paper VII and
Paper VIII in terms of papers writing, introducing overall analysis approach
and discussion. However, the second and the third authors have been involved
in the selection of case studies along with commenting on the overall papers
structure.

1.4 Other Related Papers not included in The Thesis
Report

In the following subsections, some related papers that have not been included
in the thesis report are outlined. However, some of the conducted surveys and
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findings in these papers are used to enrich the discussions in Chapter four of
the thesis report.

1.4.1 Network and Spectrum Sharing Models
• Juan Pablo Lasso, Ashraf Awadelkarim Widaa Ahmed and Jan Mark-

endahl, ’Mobile Network Sharing Trends in Developing and Developed
Mobile Markets (Regulations and Market Forces)-A comparison between
Selected Latin American Markets and Sweden’, The 24th European Re-
gional Conference of the International Telecommunications Society, Flo-
rence, Italy (ITS2013) September 2013

• Chataignier, Arnaud; Ahmed, Ashraf Awadelkarim Widaa; Teslenko,
Maxim; Markendahl, Jan, ’Regulation development on licensed shared
access and TV white spaces’, 25th European Regional Conference of
the International Telecommunications Society (ITS), Brussels, Belgium,
22-25 June 2014.

• Mårten Sundquist, Ashraf Widaa, Jan Markendahl ’Creating innova-
tive types of mobile network operators: A market model study of mo-
bile infrastructure sharing in Africa’, 7th annual CMI Conference 2014,
Mobile Communications in Developing Countries Aalborg University,
Copenhagen, Denmark, 18th November 2014.

• Amirhossein Ghanbari, Jan Markendahl, Ashraf Awadelakrim Widaa,
"Regulations for and against Cooperation in small cells - How could
regulations stimulate co-opetition by supporting sharing? The 24th Eu-
ropean Regional Conference of the International Telecommunications
Society, Florence, Italy (ITS2013) September 2013.

1.4.2 Business and Cooperation Models in Local Mobile
Services Ecosystem

• Amirhossein Ghanbari, Jan Markendahl, Ashraf Awadelakrim Widaa,
"Cooperation patterns in small cell networks - risks and opportunities
to distinguish the win-win model", The 24th European Regional Con-
ference of the International Telecommunications Society, Florence, Italy
(ITS2013) September 2013.

• Ashraf Ahmed, Jan Markendahl and Amirhossein Ghanbari, "The Incen-
tives and Challenges of Delivering Broadcasting Services over Cellular
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Network in Developing Countries"25th European Regional Conference of
the International Telecommunications Society (ITS), Brussels, Belgium,
22-25 June 2014

• Gerardo Daniel Aguirre Quiroz, Ashraf Awadelkarim Widaa Ahmed,
Jan Markendahl,’Can Licensed Shared Access bring benefits to Develop-
ing Countries? A comparison of the potential benefits of LSA in Europe
and Latin America’, 7th annual CMI Conference 2014, Mobile Com-
munications in Developing Countries Aalborg University, Copenhagen,
Denmark,18th November 2014.

• Andres Laya, Amirhossein Ghanbari and Ashraf Awadelkarim Widaa
Ahmed, "Migration Strategies In Network Deployment To Support M2m
Communications, 6th annual CMI conference, 28-29 November, 2013
Aalborg University Copenhagen.

1.5 Thesis Outline

Following the preceding introductory sections, the remainder of this thesis
work is organized into four chapters. This section depicts the intended chap-
ters, together with the perceived contribution of each one, as follows:

• Chapter 2: Methodology and Analysis Frameworks: The first
part in this chapter is devoted to explore some key strategic management
and business model concepts on which the adopt techno-economic anal-
ysis framework in this thesis work is developed. While the second part
in this chapter is dedicated to formulate the adopted techno-economic
methodology in this thesis and its associated analysis measures.

• Chapter 3: Engineering Value of flexible Spectrum Authoriza-
tion Options: This chapter focuses on studying the engineering value
of different local spectrum authorization options from the perspective
of the network operator. The applied valuation approach is based on
studying the elasticity of substitution between the spectrum resources
and the infrastructure resources considering different network deploy-
ment scenarios, spectrum sharing authorization options and user de-
mand levels. Moreover, the impact of the backhaul network solutions
on the engineering value of the spectrum is studied as well. Here the
focus is made on understanding the structure of the total cost of owner-
ship to identify its major elements that relate to both of the radio access
and the back-haul network part.
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• Chapter 4: Local Business Models around Flexible Spectrum
Authorization Options: In this chapter, different levels of coopera-
tion and business settings that relate to the ownership and operation of
local wireless networks are discussed. This discussion is conducted in
the light of the possibility to possess spectrum resources at reasonable
cost and the value proposition that can be offered by different actors in
the local mobile broadband service ecosystem.

• Chapter 5: The conclusion and Future Works The aim of this
chapter is to provide an overall conclusion on the thesis work summa-
rizing the associated findings.





Chapter 2

Methodology and Analysis
Framework

The first part in this chapter is devoted to explore some key strategic man-
agement and business model concepts on which the adopt techno-economic
analysis framework in this thesis work is developed. While the second part in
this chapter is dedicated to formulate the adopted techno-economic method-
ology in this thesis and its associated analysis measures.

2.1 Theoretical Background

2.1.1 Business Strategy and Strategic management
concepts

The strategic decision making is normally centric around two tasks; identifying
our strategic objectives and the ways to achieve these goals which means
identification and evaluation of alternatives strategic choices. That is why,
the decision-makers need methodology and measures to assess the current
market situation in order come with rational strategic choices. Some of these
measures could be quantified in term of the financial cost and benefit analysis,
but not all decision measures can be expressed in quantified way.

In literature, several business strategy formulation frameworks have been
purposed considering different perspectives such as the market-based (or industry-
structure view), resource-based views and institution-based view [22] [23].
These frameworks differ in their approaches to answer how a business actor
can sustain long-term dominance or competitive advantage in specific mar-

17
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ket. Yet, all these business strategy formulation frameworks focus on two key
objectives as follows: 1) How to maximize the production/service provision
capability while assuring operational excellency; this is concerning primarily
with improving the internal company efficiency by controlling and optimizing
the inquired costs along with acquiring the essential and unique resources to
sustain the competitive advantages in the market 2) How to generate more
revenue streams which is usually attribute to deep understanding of the dy-
namic changes in the market and ability to introduce more innovative services
to lucrative end-subscribers segments.

2.1.1.1 Market-based View

The market-based view school argues that the companies in specific market
are identical in terms of the essential resources they control and the services
they are offer [22]. In view of these two assumptions; Porter indicate that the
attractiveness of the industry or market which is delimited by two sources of
competition as follows: 1) Horizontal competition between actors with similar
business traditions considering aspects such as threat of substituting offered
products or services by existing competitors, rivalry among existing competi-
tors and entry of new competitors 2) Vertical competition between actors
with different business traditions considering aspects such as the increased
bargaining power of buyers and bargaining power of suppliers. Accordingly,
sustaining competitive advantage in the market is based one of the following
generic strategies: cost leadership, product or service differentiation or focus
on specific subscribers segment.

2.1.1.2 Resource-based View

The Resource-based View (RBV) School argue that firms are different because
they are comprised of different resources or in other words terms different col-
lections of physical and intangible assets and capabilities. And accordingly
sustaining competitive advantage in the market depends on the ownership of
a valuable resource. Resources can be physical (e.g. property rights, capital),
intangible (e.g. brand names, technological know-how), or organizational (e.g.
routines or processes like lean manufacturing). The resource based view as-
sumes that strategic resources are heterogeneously distributed across the firms
(heterogeneous) and this distribution is stable over time (immobile) [24]. Ac-
cordingly, a business actors can exploit its unique internal resources or capabil-
ities to capture external business opportunities. Hence, a business actor shall
own resources those are strategically important to generate sustained com-
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petitive advantage, i.e. these resources should be valuable, rare, inimitable
and not substitutable [25, 26]. Moreover, a business actor need to establish
relational networks for mobilizing external resources, which it doesn’t directly
own but are critical for its success [23].

2.1.1.3 Institution-based View

The institution-based view argue that the strategic choices of a business actor
depends on dynamic interaction with surrounding institutional environment
which impact the possible strategic choices for a business actor [27]. In other
words, other actors or institutions rather than the competing key players in
specific industry or market could impact the possible strategic choices such as
the financiers, trade associations, standards bodies, labour unions and govern-
mental and quasi-governmental institutions [28]. Therefore, the surrounding
institutional environment strongly influences the the ways in which a business
actors in specific market can cooperate and/or compete.

2.1.2 Business Models, Business Networks and Business
Ecosystems

The business model concept can be envisioned as bridge to transform the
business strategy objectives into implementable and profitable business ac-
tions and process [29, 30]. Hence, the business model formulation is also
subject to changes in the surrounding external environments which could im-
pact the possible future strategic choices. Two type of external environments
could impact the how the business model is developed namely; the compet-
itive the rivalry in specific market or industry and the surrounding macro-
environment. The competition environment depending on the market-based
view and resource-based. While, macro-environment factors can be discussed
based on the institution-based view in terms of political, economic, social,
technological and legal factors. In this context, a business actor should assess
the potential needs to modify its current business logic focusing on two key
objectives: i) how to define the appropriate bussing logic and process of value
creation and capture, and ii) how to assess the advantages of cooperation and
threats of competition with other actors in the market.

Business literature provides us with numerous definition of the business
model concept along with frameworks to discuss and archive the aforemen-
tioned two key objectives. For example, some scholarly works such in [29,
31]have fucose on describing and identifying key elements for business model-
ing concept considering aspects such as: 1) Service concept and value propo-
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sition, which describes the type service or value that will be offered to a
specific group of end-subscribers 2) Market organizations and targeted group
of customers define the market structure within the company is delivering a
particular service offering. 3) Functional architecture, describing the funda-
mental organization of the technical system and the technical architecture by
which the service is delivered 4) Financial models, describes how to capture
monetary value from a particular service considering the required investments
and potential revenues.

Other works have focused on describing and visualising how value is created
by considering and comparing different concepts such as the value chains, value
networks, value systems, value network dynamics, and business ecosystem
concept. For example, the authors in [32, 33] and argue that the business
model is not just a simple value chain transferring resources into valuable
products or service for some customer based on specific earning logic, but
must also consider the advantages of cooperation and threats of competition.
In this context, the focus is shift to describe the involved actors, the resources
they owned, and activity they performed to create value in constellations of
business networks [34,35].

Moreover,the studies in [36,37] have focused on how value networks develop
over time considering value network dynamics. While in [38] and [39,40]discuss
how the service and business ecosystem concepts can be adopted to describe
the complexity of business actors’ interconnectedness to each other in large
and dynamic business networks environment. In this context, the dynamics
resource sharing and variety of actors are the major differences between the
business ecosystem concept and value network concept.

2.1.3 Cost Benefit Analysis
The strategic decision making process generally requires that the business
analyst to adopt some form of financial models to assess several mutually
exclusive strategic choices or alternatives to provision certain value (i.e. prod-
ucts or services) to specific customers in terms of the required investment costs
and the potential revenues. In this context, the elementary microeconomics
theory such as the net present value (NPV), payback period and internal rate
of return (IRR)can be used to value and compare mutually exclusive strategic
choices over many years [41–43]. The internal rate of return (IRR) method
follow the same concept used in the NPV method, however in IRR the at-
tention turned to the value discount rate that made Net Present Value of the
business equal to zero. In other words the decision maker will study the mini-
mum rate of return a company will accept for entering such project or project
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in order to cover its initial investment at least as worst case scenario or in
other word opportunity to recover the cost of capital. Similarly, the payback
period method focuses in the time duration necessary to recover the initial
investment.

The NPV approach depend on analysing and summing all inquired costs
and revenues at specific point in the time considering the fact that inquired
investments and expected revenues could occur at different times. In other
word, by considering the time value of money, the investments costs and ex-
pected earnings or the future cash follows are discounted to the present day
using a proper discount factor which as discount cash flow analysis in mathe-
matical terms, the net present value (NPV) of a project can be calculated as
depicted in equation2.1.

PNP V = −
T∑

t=0

Ct

(1 + r)t +
T∑

t=0

CFt

(1 + r)t (2.1)

Where (PNP V )the anticipated total profits after many years, where (CFt)
is the anticipated revenue or cash flow at year t and (Ct)represents the inquired
expenses in terms of the required investment and operation costs at year t.
While (r) represents the discount rate also refers to as the interest rate which
is used to determine the present value of future costs and cash flows at year t.

2.1.4 Uncertainty and Trade-offs Analysis
There is no risks free decision and uncertainty about the future outcomes
always exists. A common method of dealing with uncertainty problem in de-
cision making process is to calculate the expected value of outcomes according
to different possible scenarios.In this context, scenario planning theory can be
used to improve decision-making by defining and analyzing possible set of
best and worst case scenarios [44, 45]. Scenario planning is especially useful
in circumstances where it is important to take a long-term view of business
strategy (typically between five to ten years. The definitions of the best and
worse scenarios depend on gathering relevant trends and defining significant
uncertainties. The sources of uncertainties can be categorized into: uncertain-
ties related to competition level in specific industry and uncertainties related
to changes in the surrounding macro-environment. Many strategic risks anal-
ysis tools are used in the literature to assess different sources of uncertainty
and possibly conflicting, objectives, such as the decision tree and Monte Carlo
simulation. Moreover, the SWOT framework can be used to give subjective
list of the strengths, weakness, Opportunity and Threats of specific business
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strategy [46, 47]. At very high level, these risk analysis tools share two key
approaches as follows:

• The flexibility of a business strategy to the variance or uncertainty in
the value of one of the key factors, such direction is normally known
as sensitivity analysis methods and normally considers the impact of
possible changes in one input variable or factor at a time.

• The flexibility of a business strategy to possible changes in many or all
of surrounding factors or variables simultaneously. In this context, the
focus is to investigate the suitability of a business to different market
conditions considering the variation in the surrounding socio-economic
environments that may take place across different regions or countries

2.2 Conceptual Techno-economic Analysis Framework

The adopted techno-economic analysis framework in this thesis has been based
on a dual qualitative and quantitative study approach to cover various dimen-
sions and perspectives of the posed research questions in this thesis work which
exist at the intersection between technology, economics, and policy. In this
context, the answer to research question such as what is the engineering and
economic value of different flexible spectrum authorization options is highly
depending on which perspective is considered, i.e. from the policy makers, es-
tablished actors (i.e. MNOs) or emerging actors’ perspectives. Moreover, the
valuation of the local spectrum authorization option the spectrum value will
be affected by assumptions about both of the demand and supply sides in the
market under study in terms of the available technological solutions, trends
in the societal demands, surrounding regulations and economic conditions.

2.2.1 Quantitative Study: Network Operator Centric
Approach

The quantitative study is focused on investigating the economic value of differ-
ent flexible spectrum authorization options as cost optimization enablers for
the established actors, namely the mobile network operators in the local mo-
bile broadband ecosystem. For this purpose, we started by modeling the total
cost of ownership for provisioning the targeted local mobile services in dense
urban areas consider specific deployment scenarios of an area of one square
kilometers are investigated considering different used network topologies and
solution in both of radio access and back-hauling network. In this context,
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the definitions of the deployment scenarios depend on assumptions around
both of the demand side and the supply side taking into consideration the
surrounding technical, societal demands, regulations and economic conditions
in the market under study. The demand side assumption have been based on
the defined use cases by the FP7 projects, namely the METIS and METIS-
II projects. While the supply side assumptions take into consideration the
possible physical realization of the network architecture and the technological
solutions that can be used in both of the radio access part and backhauling
part. Moreover, assumptions are made around the average exclusive spectrum
resources holding per established mobile network operator in the market under
study. For each specific deployment scenario, cost benefit analysis of investing
on different local spectrum authorization options are conducted considering
tradeoff between power consumption, targeted capacity with areas and total
cost of ownership (TCO). Moreover, different possible provisioning strategies
for local mobile services based on macro cells and small cells are considered
and compared.

2.2.2 Qualitative Study: Market Centric Approach
The qualitative study and analysis approach aim to discuss the non-quantitative
strategic factors that could shape how a business strategy and business mod-
els are formulated around different flexible spectrum authorization options.
For this purpose, market centric approach is implemented in order to investi-
gate the possible impact of introducing more flexible spectrum authorization
on the business strategies of all involved actors in today local local mobile
broadband ecosystem. In this respect, we focus on identifying the possible
changes in the roles and position of the traditional mobile network operators
(MNOs). For this purpose, concepts and ideas from business network research
and value network configurations will be used to analyse the possible changes
in the nature, scope, and size of business opportunities for established and
emerging actors in local mobile services ecosystems.





Chapter 3

Engineering Value of flexible
Spectrum Authorization Options

The provision strategy of mobile services has always been subject to the avail-
ability of sufficient exclusive spectrum resources in bands with favored prop-
agation characteristics at affordable license fees. In this context, trade-off
has always existed between two factors; namely investing on acquiring more
spectrum resources compared to the investment on technological solutions to
utilize the existing spectrum holdings in more efficient manner. These two
factors are not necessarily substitutable and up to date combinations of them
have been used to cope with the growing capacity requirements.

In this chapter, the focus is on the evaluation of the engineering value of
acquiring more spectrum resources based on different flexible spectrum au-
thorization options. This evaluation is looked at from the perspectives of
established mobile network operators. In this context, the economic substi-
tutability between the utilizing more spectrum resources and densification of
the radio sites is studied.

3.1 Related Work

The opportunity cost approach has been used widely in literature to evaluate
the engineering value of spectrum resources. In this context, the assessment
of the technical efficiency can be used as input to determine the economic
efficiency which can be interpreted as the optimum combination between the
spectrum resources and number of deployed radio base stations so that both of
the coverage and capacity requirement are met. For example, Plum presents
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a review of the value of spectrum licenses, model values based on expected
revenues and costs for a hypothetical operator in [48].In this context, the
increment in the total cost of ownership (TCO) per unit of additional aver-
age data rate per active subscriber is normally considered as equivalent of
value of added resources (i.e. spectrum or infrastructure). Similarly, the Aus-
tralian government in [49] applied an opportunity cost modeling, which it
defines as the highest value alternative forgone, but underscores that the op-
portunity cost pricing differs according to circumstances. While, the authors
in [50] and [51] studied the value of aggregating spectrum resources from the
perspective of the mobile operator focusing on anticipated engineering and
strategic values. The main conclusion these studies indicate that access to
sufficient spectrum resources is a prerequisite to be competitive on the mobile
broadband market by provisioning higher data rates at reasonable production
cost.

In the aforementioned studies, resulting capacity and availability of spec-
trum is well defined and stable which is normally valid in macro cells case
when an exclusive spectrum resources are used. However, studies such as
in [52] indicate that the engineering spectrum resources can be much more
when shifting to smaller and dense cell architecture or in ultra-dense deploy-
ment scenarios The results in [52]indicate that in dense deployment scenarios
where the density of radio base stations is equal or larger than the density
of the active mobile subscribers; more spectrum resources will be required
to meet the targeted higher average guaranteed data rate per active mobile
subscribers. Moreover, the local spectrum authorization options could be an
uncertain in many aspects, availability, interference level and resulting quality
for end-subscribers in comparison to the exclusive licensed spectrum. Hence,
a complementary qualitative approach is needed to assess the strategic value
of other spectrum access options rather than the exclusive spectrum access
option considering what kind of actor is considered (i.e. emerging or estab-
lished actor) and if that actor can have access to exclusive licensed spectrum
resources or not. This is valid in local areas deployments based on shared
spectrum authorization options.

3.2 Study and Analysis Approach

In this chapter, the engineering and economic values of different local spec-
trum authorization options will be investigated based on a bottom-up ap-
proach that takes into consideration specific deployment scenarios and long-
term view (typically between five to ten years). In this context, a quantitative
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Figure 3.1: Deployment Scenarios

study and analysis approach will adopted as the main study approach using a
standard economic model of production to study the economic substitutabil-
ity between utilizing spectrum resources solutions and radio access network
infrastructure resources. At very high level, the possible deployment scenarios
for local mobile services can classify based on deployment locations (outdoor
and indoor) and the adopted radio access network architectures (macro cells
vs. small cells)as shown in Figure 3.2. Yet, these deployment scenarios for the
local mobile services depend also on assumptions about both of the demand
side and supply side considering the surrounding technical, societal demands,
regulations and economic conditions.

3.2.1 Demand Side Assumptions
The local mobile services demand levels per one square kilometers in the dense
urban areas under study are estimated based on the defined uses cases by the
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FP7 projects (namely METIS and METIS-II) [53, 54]. In this context, the
demand levels in Mbps during the peak hour in specific dense area of one
square kilometer (Dtotal) can be estimated as sum of generated traffic from
different type of end-subscribers subject to their usage patterns during peak
hour. The service usage pattern is related to the definition of the areas where
subscribers are located during the busy hours (i.e. their distribution between
different indoor and outdoor locations), their activity factors and the expected
quality of service (e.g. the minimum average data required per active end-
subscriber).

Dtotal =
K∑
i

M∑
j

Dj
i =

K∑
i

M∑
j

(Gj
i × 8 × 1024 × U j

i × Prj
i × Sdj

i )
(24 × 30 × Tacj

i )
(3.1)

Where (Gj
i ) represents the generated traffic volumes in [GB/month] from spe-

cific end-subscriber type (i) and service type (j). While (U j
i ) the percentage of

traffic consumed during the busy hour and in download direction, (Prj
i ) repre-

sents the probability of active subscribers during busy hour, (Sdj
i ) represents

the total subscribers density in [Subscribers/ Km2] and (Tacj
i ) represents the

total duration of active sessions per subscriber type(i) during busy hour in
[seconds].

3.2.2 Supply Side Assumptions
The network planning and dimensioning rules are subject to the capability of
the adopted technological solutions in both of the radio access part and back-
hauling solutions. For simplicity purpose, we considered highly abstracted
and simplified dimension rules considering three types of physical infrastruc-
ture resources: namely the radio nodes (NRN ) which can represent either
radio heads, radio base station or radio sites, transmission links (NT L) which
can represent back-haul, front-haul or transport links and aggregation nodes
(NAGN ) which can represent the pool of based band proceeding unit and
transmission links aggregation nodes.

3.2.2.1 Number or radio nodes

The number radio nodes (Nn
RN ) from type (n)is calculated as function the

end-subscribers demand levels in [Mbps] per one square kilometers, the size
of the mobile service area under study (Aservice) in square kilometers and
capabilities of the used radio node type considering the maximum coverage
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area (An
RN ) in square kilometers and the offered average capacity (OCn

RN ) in
Mbps per cell coverage area.

NRN = Max(A
n
RNDtotal

OCn
RN

,
Aservice

An
RN

) (3.2)

The offered average capacity (OCn
RN ) per specific cell type in [Mbps]can be

estimated as functions of the achieved average spectral efficiency ASEn
RN

per cell (or radio node type (n))in [bits/Hz] which is subject to the adopted
technological solutions, the allocated spectrum resources (BW sys) in [MHz]
per wireless network operator and the spectrum reuse factor η.

OCn
RN = ηBW sysASE

n
RN (3.3)

3.2.2.2 Number or Transmission Links

The number transmission links (Nn
T L) from type (n)can is calculated as func-

tion the average traffic demand in [Mbps] per radio node, the number of
deployed radio nodes (Nn

RN ) within the mobile service area under study and
the capacity of the transmission link (OCn

T L) in [Mbps]

NT L = NRNCeil(
An

RNDtotal

OCn
T L

) (3.4)

3.2.2.3 Number or Aggregation nodes

The number aggregation nodes (Nn
AGN )from type can be calculated as func-

tion of the number of required transmission links (NT L), average traffic de-
mand carried per all transmission links during busy hours, the maximum
number of concurrent connection per aggregation node type (CCn

AGN ) and
maximum capacity of the aggregation node (CCn

AGN ).

Nn
AGN = Max([A

n
RNDtotalNRN

OCn
AGN

], NT L

CCn
AGN

) (3.5)

3.2.3 Total Cost of Ownership Calculation
The total cost of ownership (TCO) is calculated as sum of the inquired annual
investments in the infrastructure resources (TICt)and total annual operations
costs (TOCt) over the whole life time of the deployed radio access network
infrastructure (T years). For calculating the TCO value , the net present
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value (NPV) method can be used for this purpose by considering a specific
discount rate value (r) as follows.

TCONP V =
T∑

t=0

TOCt

(1 + r)t +
T∑

t=0

TICt

(1 + r)t (3.6)

3.3 Diminishing vs. expanding returns to investments
on indoor small cells

At radio access network architecture level, the most prevailing trend for more
flexible and efficient use of the spectrum resources is the shift towards more
dense and smaller cells architecture. This densification of the mobile networks
architecture could take place on horizontal manner at the macro cells layer or
in vertical manner by incorporating more local deployments in spotty indoor
and outdoor locations. On hand, the shift towards smaller and dense cell
architecture can improve the spatial reuse of the spectrum resources and boost
network coverage and capacity where it needed. While on the other hand, the
expected capacity gain may come at expense of more cost and operation cost
especially in the back-haul networks. The aim in this section is to investigate
this trade-off aiming to answer the following two sub research questions:

• How the engineering value of more flexible spectrum authorization op-
tions varies in small cells environments and macro cells deployment sce-
narios?

• How the back-haul solutions could be determinant investment factor in
indoor small cells?

In order to answer the foregoing questions, the effect of two different back-
hauling solutions on the cost structure are studied in [55], namely a fiber optic
solution and a microwave solution. In other words, the aim is to understand
how the back-haul solution cost affects the cost structures of two deployment
strategies for the indoor mobile broadband services: namely the macro-cell
deployment strategy and the indoor small-cells deployment strategy. While
in [56], a comparative study between homogenous macro-cells deployment sce-
narios and heterogeneous deployment scenarios is introduced. Different high
and low subscribers’ demands, spectrum bandwidths, back-haul technologies
and radio access technologies have been taken into account in the conducted
comparative study in [56].
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3.3.1 Deployment Scenario
In [55], two deployment scenarios have been compared under different high
and low user demands, spectrum resources allocations, and radio access tech-
nologies (LTE and HSPA) following the same methodology that has been
described in chapter two. In the first scenario, the use of a macro-cells so-
lution for the provisioning of the required indoor coverage and capacity is
studied. While in the second scenario, the deployment of indoor small cells to
satisfy the demand of the ten thousands indoor mobile subscribers is consid-
ered. The indoor mobile subscribers are assumed to be uniformly distributed
in ten identical office buildings in a new business district.

Similarly, in [56] two different urban areas; namely a residential area and
a business area, and the radio network technological solutions in both of the
radio access network part and back-haul network part have been compared.
The residential area is assumed to be composed of eighty (80) two-floor houses,
with a floor area of 625 square meters. In the case of the business area scenario,
ten (10) five-floor office buildings are assumed to exist, with a floor area of
40,000 square meters. In each of the residential area and business area two
levels of mobile broadband subscriber’s densities are assumed. Where in the
high density scenarios a ten (10) thousands and two (2) thousands mobile
subscribers are assumed to be uniformly distributed among the buildings.

3.3.2 Discussion of the Main Results
The main results in [55] indicate that the back-haul solution play a key role in
the TCO of the mobile network (in terms of OpEx and CapEx) as shown in
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, especially when the anticipated growth in the de-
mand levels up to year 2020 are taken into account. Moreover, when compared
to the microwave solution, the fiber optic solution is more power-efficient and
cost efficient for heavy traffic scenarios in terms of mobile subscribers den-
sity and usage pattern. However, the microwave solution becomes a more
cost effective for the lower traffic demand conditions as shown in Figure 3.2.
Although, the use of microwave as a main connectivity medium to the build-
ings is less common when a wired connectivity does exist; it remains a valid
solution in some situations, such as the new/developing areas or where the
deployment cost of wired backhand solution per subscriber is high. Moreover,
the needs for more efficient wireless front-haul and back-haul solutions can be
anticipated in future due to the growing shift toward smaller and dense cell
architecture. A closer look to Figure 3.2 shows that the OpEx and CapEx
of the back-haul solution represent major part from the femtocell deployment
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Figure 3.2: Impact of Back-haul Solutions on CAPEX Structure

case; with around 45%, of total CapEx and around 15% of total OpEx. How-
ever, a less impact is noticed in macrocell deployment cases with around 15%
of total CapEx and 7% of total OpEx. Moreover, in the macrocell deployment
scenario the consumed power by the backhaul solution represents around 8% of
the total power consumption in worst case scenario (i.e. Microwave case) and
around 2% in best case (i.e. fiber optic) as shown in Figure 3.3. While in the
femtocell deployment, the backhaul solution contributes more considerably to
the total power consumption with about 80% of the total power consumptions
in worst case (i.e. microwave) and drops down to around 20% in the best case
scenario (i.e. fiber optic). The main results in [56] indicate that there is no
one optimum back-haul solution that can meet the contradicting objectives
in terms of the power consumption, cost and capacity in all the deployment
scenarios. In this context, the anticipated deployment cost and power cost
savings by shifting towards heterogonous mobile network architectures varies
according to the subscribers’ density and the percentage of the offloaded traf-
fic to indoor small cells as shown in Figure 3.4. In high demand situations and
when there is a lack of sufficient spectrum resources, offloading more traffic
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to the underline indoor small cells layer will lead to potential reduction in the
total costs as shown in Figure 3.4 . While in low subscriber density and traffic
demand scenarios, the Macro-only solution gradually become more cost and
power efficient solutions especially when more frequency resources are made
available as shown in in Figure 3.4 and in Figure 3.5. However, this conclu-
sion remains subject to the availability of the more spectrum based on flexible
spectrum use option for macro cell deploy at reasonable license fee or price.
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3.4 Elasticity of Substitution between Spectrum
Resources and small cells

This section is devoted to investigate what impact the cost of aggregating
more spectrum resources in different bands can have on the TCO. To ad-
dress this query, the focus is directed towards understanding the elasticity
of substitution between the aggregation of more spectrum resources and the
densification of the radio base stations needed to furnish the targeted average
data rate per subscriber. In [57], an investigation on when the mobile opera-
tors will start to experience a diminishing return from the densification under
specific average spectrum holding is conducted. Here, the potential savings
in the total cost of ownership, namely the ’engineering value’ facilitated by
acquiring additional spectrum, is studied taking into account the historical
spectrum auctions in two markets namely; the Indian market with its high
population density and high spectrum auction prices and the Sweden mar-
ket with moderate population density and low spectrum fees. While in [58],
the focus is directed towards investigating the tradeoff between the potential
saving in the number of the radio nodes in the additional deployment and
the operation cost per radio node. For this purpose, a model for the addi-
tional cost of aggregating multiple contiguous and noncontiguous spectrums
per radio node relative to the cost of a reference node is developed. A similar
approach is used to estimate the possible increment in the power consumption
per radio node or radio base station.

3.4.1 Deployment Scenario
In [57] and [58], green field deployment scenarios are considered to estimate
the engineering value of spectrum pertaining to different market conditions.
In this respect, the assumptions made have been based on the situation of
two countries, namely (i) India with its high population density of around
10000 inhabitants per square kilometers and low spectrum holding per mobile
operator of around 10 MHz and (ii) Sweden with its moderate population
density of around 2000 inhabitants per square kilometers and high spectrum
holding per mobile operator of around 60 MHz .

3.4.2 Discussion of the Main Results
From the business strategy perceptive of a MNO, the potential saving in to-
tal cost of ownership (TCO) must exceed the incurred cost in acquiring the
spectrum resources and the associated new hardware or solutions. A shown
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in Figure 3.6and Figure 3.7, the high spectrum license fees along with the
additional equipment cost to support the aggregation of spectrum resources
in different bands will lead to lower engineering value. However, higher prices
can be anticipated in future due the limited availability of spectrum resources
in bands with favoured prorogation characteristics. Hence, acquiring spec-
trum allocations based on different flexible spectrum authorization option
could be key option for mobile operators , i.e. high strategic value for the
spectrum resources. This argument is supported by the obtained results in
in 3.7 which indicted that the average spectrum holding has more significant
impact in achieving the targeted average data rate per subscriber in dense
and ultra-dense deployment scenarios.

Based on the results in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, mobile network operators
(MNOs) with insufficient licensed spectrum resources can benefit from schemes
such as Licensed Shared access (LSA) and secondary access to expand their
services in a cost-efficient way. Yet, the type of spectrum aggregation (i.e.
contiguous and non-contiguous spectrum resources) will impact the design and
performance of antennas modules and radio front-end module (RFM) which
may results in addition deployment and power consumption costs as shown
in Figure Figure 3.6. In this context, the spectrum price and its associated
implementation costs could be a key factor for making an investment based
on flexible spectrum authorization options.
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Chapter 4

Local Business Models around
Flexible Spectrum Authorization
Options

The future mobile communication services ecosystem is expected to be more
heterogeneous than what is experienced in today’s networks. On the de-
mand side, this trend is driven by grown local usage pattern in hotshots areas
where the end-subscribers are either nomadic or stationary. While on the sup-
ply side, the technological advances at both of the radio access network side
and end-subscribers devices are paving the way for more flexible integration
and utilization of blended of local radio access network infrastructure. These
trends along with the changes in the spectrum regulation landscape towards
more flexible spectrum authorization options are opening the door for more
innovative local business models.

The qualitative studies in this chapter is based on the works in [59–61]
which have been devoted to analyze the investment and business strategies of
different emerging and established actors in local mobile broadband services
ecosystem in view of the shift towards more flexible spectrum authorization
options.

4.1 Related Works

There is a growing body of literatures that have investigated different flexible
authorization use options for sharing securing the required spectrum resources
for small cell deployments. These flexible authorization models are normally

39
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developed considering the related technical and economic. In this context,
the authors in [62] investigated and discussed the cons of utilizing unlicensed
spectrum resources for small cells deployment without good interference co-
ordination mechanisms. While other studies such in [63,64] have investigated
different technological solutions for sharing licensed spectrum resources be-
tween macro cells layer and small cells layers. For example, the authors in [63]
propose a hybrid spectrum usage to improve spectrum utilization for overlay-
ing LTE macro cell and indoor femto cells in which indoor femto cells can
operate either on dedicated portion of the licensed spectrum or based on dy-
namic spectrum sharing technique subject the experienced interference level.
In line with that, the use of secondary access spectrum option by incorporating
cognitive elements in the deployed femtocell have been discussed in number
of studies such as [?, 65, 66].

In addition to technical aspects, there are numbers of papers in literature
that have investigated the economic and strategic value of utilizing differ-
ent flexible spectrum authorization options for small cells deployment. In
this context, the authors in [67] proposed a techno-economic framework for
choosing the most cost effective deployment strategy for indoor wireless net-
works in view of different spectrum combination options. While, other studies
such as in [68] [69]have disused how the shift towards more flexible spectrum
authorization framework can avails new business opportunity for other non-
telecom actors to build innovative business models. For example, the authors
in [69], discussed the possible business models based on the Licensed Shared
Access (LSA) to provision mobile services in local areas from the perspectives
of established MNOs and other emerging actors.

The aforementioned research works have focused on the value of the differ-
ent flexible spectrum authorization concept from the point of view of a single
actor or investor. In this chapter, we look to the possible overall changes
in organization of the local mobile services ecosystems when more flexible
spectrum authorization options ar introduced. In other wors, we will discuss
how the shift towards more flexible spectrum authorization options in specific
market can change the nature, scope, and size of local business opportunities.

4.2 Key Results

The conducted qualitative studies in [59–61] have been based on number case
studies from different countries. For data collection purpose, number of mas-
ter thesis projects have been defined and supervised between the year 2013
and the year 2015.The outcome of these thesis projects has been utilized as
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secondary data to understand identified the possible local business models
around different flexible spectrum authorization options.In addition to that,
feedbacks have been collected from a panel discussion on spectrum sharing
at the IEEE PIMRC 2013 conference in London, September 2013. The panel
members represented a regulator, a fixed line operator, a network vendor and
a university researcher. At the panel, the possible business models around
of different shared spectrum access has been debated from the perspectives
of different actors; namely, a mobile operator with licensed spectrum, an op-
erator without licensed spectrum, a broadcasting company, a company that
wants to offer its own services, a manufacturer and a regulator.

4.2.1 Case Studies for Local Business Models
In contrast to traditional wide-area mobile network services market, the situ-
ation in local mobile broadband services market are less demanding for new
entrants with respect to the level of the initial investment in underline net-
work infrastructure and the exclusive control over spectrum resources. Hence,
many actors rather than the traditional mobile network operators (MNOs)
can play business roles in different local mobile services ecosystems wireless
networks. For example actors such as Facility Owners (FO), Mobile Virtual
Network Operators (MVNO) and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can invest
in local mobile network infrastructure to perform different business roles. In
other words, those actors can act as Local Network Operators (LNOs) and
enter into different levels of cooperation and business settings. In the forth-
coming subsections, number of case studies from different countries will be
studied to identify the possible business models for those LNOs.

4.2.1.1 Case Study One: Offloading to Local Mobile Network

A business actor can build independent business models by own and operate
local wireless infrastructure in strategic locations based on unlicensed spec-
trum authorization option. A good example is the WiFi network deployed in
large-scale venues where people are likely to use high-speed internet (airports,
coffee shops, hotels, universities). Each of these facility owners (FOs) can
enter into different cooperation agreements with other actors such as mobile
operator, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) or mobile virtual operators to pro-
vision local mobile services their subscribers in certain hot-spot areas. The
problem of using Wi-Fi access points is the fact that the mobile subscribers
cannot seamlessly move between Wi-Fi networks and outdoor cellular network
sites. Nonetheless, recent advances in WiFi standards and new trends in man-
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ufacturing and deploying an Integrated Femto-WiFi (IFW) access point may
put an end to such shortcomings. A good example for business model based
on the Femto-WiFi (IFW) access points in the partnership between Voda-
fone Greece and HOL (Hellas Online) stand as a noteworthy Wireless interent
Services providers (WISP) example. The two operators jointly deployed on
combined Femto-Wi-Fi services for the mobile subscribers in number fast-food
restaurants across Greece.

In the aforementioned case studies, other actors rather than the MNOs can
act as independent local connectivity providers (LCPs) by providing internet
connectivity service to their own subscribers based on business to consumer
(B2C) services model. Moreover, these LCPs can provide roaming services
for outdoor mobile network operators based on in business to business to
consumer (B2B2C) services model.

4.2.1.2 Case Study Two: Local Voice Service Provisioning
(Spring Mobil GSM network)

An interesting historical example for tailored local mobile services is the Sping-
Mobil solution for enterprise telephony in Sweden. SpringMobil was awarded
the 4th Swedish GSM license in the 900 MHz band (in exclusive manner)in
order to build business model based on value proposition to replace fixed lines
’company phones’ and its associated ’Private Branch Exchange (PBXs)’ by
virtual PBXs. For this purpose, number of indoor GSM radio base stations are
deployed by SpingMobil in specific enterprise premises to provision exclusive
indoor coverage for mobile voice services for employees in specific building.
In other wrds, SpringMobil subscribers of one business customer cannot ac-
cess the SpringMobil network at the location of other business customers of
SpringMobil. However, those subscribers have been allowed to roam to Tele2
outdoor network. Here, number of services models are implemented namely
B2B and B2B2C by both of SpringMobil and Tele2.

4.2.1.3 Case Study Three:Small cells as Service

The business model to offer physical radio sites infrastructures as services to
mobile network operators has been widely adopted by tower companies in
outdoor urban and rural areas. Similarly small scale company can partner
with number facility owners to deploy small cells in indoor location. This
small scale company like Cloudberry in Norway and Virgin Media Business
in UK can act as independent physical assets providers (i.e. with or without
dedicated spectrum resources) to allow neutral hosting for number mobile
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operators (each one of these MNOs can use his licensed spectrum resources
over the local wireless infrastructure). In other words, they offer a new type of
service called Small Cells as Services (SCaaS) based on B2B services models.

4.2.1.4 Case Study Four: Tailored Local Mobile Services for
Vertical Industry

Similar to SpringMobil case study, other business actors can build indepen-
dent business models based on designing and mangled tailored services or
solutions for vertical industry. For example Nokia (or NSN) as specialized
network equipment vendor (NEV) build tailored local wireless network so-
lution based on unlicensed secondary shared access spectrum resources (i.e.
TVWS) to provide rural connectivity for utility company known as PSREC
in Sierra Nevada Mountain. This connectivity enables the electrical company
to remotely control their electricity network or grid which reduces the time to
action and operation cost. In this example Nokia (or NSN) act as dependent
LNO and focus on offering specific solution and managed services to PSREC
based on business to business to customer services models (B2B2C). Here,
PSREC have full control over the end-subscribers relationship management.

4.2.2 Classification of the Key Actors in Local Mobile
Service Ecosystems

In generic local mobile broadband services ecosystem, four key types of ac-
tors can be identified based on the fundamental value propositions or key
competitive advantages they can offer as shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2.2.1 Connectivity Providers

The connectivity providers are normally own and manage all the necessary el-
ements to provision and control the access to the local network infrastructure.
Here, the Mobile network operators (MNOs) can be a good candidate for this
business role since they control of both the radio access networks resources
(i.e. high control over the spectrum resources) and the way radio network
is accessed by end-customers (i.e. authentication and admission in the radio
access network). However, other actors such as Mobile network operators,
Internet Service providers, Network Equipment vendors and mobile virtual
network operators (MVNO) can act as local connectivity providers by con-
trolling the physical local network infrastructure in certain strategic locations.
However, all those actors need to cooperate closely with the facility owners
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Figure 4.1: Classification of Actors in Mobile Broadband Services Ecosystems

(FOs) who could determine what type of local mobile services are needed and
how these local mobile networks should be provisioned.

4.2.2.2 Over the top services providers

The offered value proportion by this group of actors depends on producing
innovative contents and valued added services. Those over the top services
providers (OTT) can build business model similar to traditional mobile vir-
tual operators without direct investments in wireless network infrastructures
or spectrum resources. In this context, the over the top-services providers will
depend on the end-subscribers devices capabilities to operate in different local
network infrastructures. Other option for the OTT provider could be to pro-
vide tailored over top services by entering into partnership with connectivity
providers.
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4.2.2.3 Assets Providers

Number of actors can be envisioned to act as assets providers based on what
type of assets they control or they can offer. The first group will include ac-
tors such as the network equipment vendor (NEV) who can provide different
hardware and software solutions considering both of the network and end-
subscribers sides. Moreover, IT companies like Google could provide content
and database hosting solutions, cloud processing solutions etc. The second,
group will include actors such the tower companies and buildings owners who
provide facility and civil infrastructures this group of actors can be called fa-
cility mangers (FMs). Those facility mangers (FMs) can deploy and operate
their own local wireless network infrastructure or authorize a third party to
deploy local network infrastructure within their premises. Due to their control
of the building, i.e. site operation and their customer base, the FO can act
as assets providers and enter into neutral hosting agreements with different
MNOs. Moreover, the FOs can enter into partnerships with small-scale busi-
ness company to act as local mobile connectivity provides as in case study
three (i.e. local infrastructure as service).

4.2.2.4 Radio Network Resources Managers

Nowadays, actors such as network equipment venders can act as trusted man-
aged service partner (MSP) and handle the network management and oper-
ation activities on behalf of their clients (i.e. MNO). In this context, the
managed services partner business model can be extended to more broad op-
eration and management of different radio access infrastructure and spectrum
resources that may be owned by different actors with different business tra-
ditions. For example, the NEVs could extend their MSP business models to
deploy local wireless infrastructures on behalf of MNOs as in case study three
(i.e. local infrastructure as service). Moreover, the NEVs have the capability
to offer tailored local wireless services for vertical industry actors as discussed
in case study four. However, the MSP business role is not restricted to net-
work vendors or to outdoor cellular infrastructure and any other actor could
play similar role especially in local area network deployment.

4.3 Summary and Discussion

Two types of local mobile services can be identified based on the perviously in-
troduced business cases and classification of key actors in local mobile broad-
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band services ecosystem; namely dependent and independent local network
operators (LNOs) business models.

4.3.1 Business Models for Dependent local network
operators

The dependent local network operates business models are centric around sus-
taining strategic partnership with dominant actors in the local mobile services
ecosystem. In other words, the dependent LNOs business models are centric
around preforming supportive business roles for key actors in the local mobile
services ecosystem. In this context, the dependent LNOs will focuses on build-
ing partnership with other business actors where they can play a key business
role such as facility owners and mobile network operators. For example, the
LNO can act on behalf of the MNOs and negotiate with other actors (such
as facility owners) all matters relating to the deployment, management and
operation of the local mobile networks. In this case, the LNO could utilize
the available spectrum resources of the MNOs to roll-out the required local
mobile network. In this regard, LNO business model become similar to role
of managed service providers (MSP). Traditionally, the MSP Business model
is adopted by the network vendors to manage and operate the local mobile
network infrastructure for their client (i.e. MNO).

4.3.2 Independent LNO’s Mobile Business Model
The independent LNOs business models are centric around exercising high
control over the customer relationship (i.e. revenues streams) or the key fa-
cilities and resources (i.e. local network infrastructures and local spectrum
resources). By controlling the physical local network infrastructure and spec-
trum resources where high mobile subscriber’s demands or usages patterns
are occurred, those actors can sustain key position in the local mobile ser-
vices ecosystem. From the perspective of an independent LNO, the spectrum
resources could be secured via different flexible spectrum authorization op-
tions. The first option is to acquire exclusive spectrum resources which are
costly and hard to secure subject to the spectrum availability and surround-
ing regulations. However, the licensed spectrums resources can be choice for
an independent LNO to provision tailored local services similar to the devel-
oped business model in case study two (i.e. the Spring Mobil GSM)especially
when good economy of scale can be achieved. The second option is to use the
dedicated unlicensed spectrum for mobile systems (e.g. 5 MHz allocated in
1800 MHz) similar the introduced case study about the offloading to Local
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Mobile Network. This option is cost-effective and enables seamless operation
and inter-operability with the existing outdoor cellular infrastructure when
compared to the use of WiFi. The third option is to exploit frequency bands
allocated for non mobile communication services in secondary access base (e.g.
Broadcasting (TVWS) and aeronautical bands). Key obstacles for cognitive
radio and secondary spectrum access solution are the availability and cost of
network and end-user equipment. However, the NEV may use secondary spec-
trum resources options to provide tailored local mobile services as discussed
the introduced case study about the tailored local mobile services for vertical
Industry. Moreover, the LNOs can exploit the Licensed shared spectrum re-
sources (e.g. LSA) for both of basic and tailored local mobile services similar
to the business models in case study two and case study four. In this regard,
the use LSA approach could provide long term and stable conditions that are
necessary to achieve viable invest cycle.





Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks and Future
Research Directions

In this thesis work, we focused on evaluating the need for and benefit of more
flexible spectrum authorization options in the local mobile broadband service
ecosystem in dense urban areas. The time frame of our analysis is the period
beyond 2020 when around 1000 times more capacity will be required in the
mobile network. To furnish the results and findings of this thesis work with
adequate degrees of accuracy, and to ensure their validity in order to be gener-
alized, a reasonable level of research quality is maintained using the following
approach: 1) the cost assumptions have been cross-checked with experts from
industry upon our participation in METIS and 5GREEN project 2) Scenario
analysis is performed in which many or all of the variables are changed si-
multaneously. In this context, different types of what-if and worst/best case
scenarios are conducted depending on the collected data from the conducted
interviews and the reviewed case studies.

5.1 Concluding Remarks

Chapter three of this thesis has been devoted to discuss whether and how
different flexible spectrum authorization options can be exploited by an es-
tablished MNO to provision more affordable local mobile services. While in
chapter four, the focus has been shifted to the discuss whether and how the
introduction of more flexible spectrum authorization options could open the
door for new businesses and cooperation models in the local mobile service
ecosystem from perspective of emerging actors. The outcome of the conducted
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a dual qualitative and quantitative study in both of chapter three and chapter
four can be summarized as follows;

5.1.1 Engineering value of Flexible Spectrum Authorization
Options

In chapter three, the role and value of the different flexible spectrum authoriza-
tion schemes in shaping an economic viable provision strategy for the targeted
local mobile broadband services in specific dense urban areas scenarios are in-
vestigated. The main results in chapter three indicate the economic incentives
to deploy more small cells based on local spectrum authorization schemes are
subject to the additional deployment and operation costs that can be avoided
if a macro-cell layer is deployed instead. However, the back-haul links costs
and additional radio equipment cost for aggregating spectrum resources in
different bands at the small cell level will have high impact on the anticipated
engineering value. Nonetheless; in dense and very dense deployment scenarios
of small cells, where the density of radio sites is equal or larger than the active
mobile subscribers’ density, access more spectrum resources based on flexible
spectrum authorization schemes will have a key role in providing the targeted
high mean instantaneous data rate per active end-subscriber. Hence, estab-
lished actors(e.g. incumbent MNOs) experiencing shortage in their licensed
spectrum resources can evaluate the spectrum value of flexible spectrum au-
thorization options based on their ability to offer the targeted mobile services
in strategic spotty local areas.

5.1.2 Local Business Models around Flexible Spectrum
Authorization Options

In chapter four, the possible business and cooperation models around different
flexible spectrum authorization are studied from the perspectives of estab-
lished mobile network operators (MNOs) and emerging local network. From
the perspective of an established MNO, the strategic value of the flexible spec-
trum authorization option could be very high in certain local environments
with potential high return on investment (ROI).In other words, the economic
incentives to build local network infrastructure based on different flexible au-
thorization options are subject to the additional cost that needs to be borne.
Hence, The MNOs may tend to out-source the deployment and the operation
of the local mobile network infrastructure to a trust third party.

By allowing other actor rather than the traditional mobile network op-
erators (MNOs) to access spectrum resource at no or reasonable cost, one
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of the major traditional investment barriers in mobile market will be relax.
Consequently, actors such as Equipment vendors and Solution Providers and
Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO) can act as Local Network Op-
erators (LNO) and build independent or dependent business models for the
provisioning of mobile services in certain spotty indoor or outdoor locations.
In the dependent local business model, the value proposition is centric around
complement the outdoor mobile networks coverage and capacity (based on
B2B or B2B2C service models). In business models the established mobile
networks are the main customers. Another value proposition is to offer en-
riched or dedicated mobile services in certain local areas and for vertical in-
dustry actors rather than the MNOs. In this context, the independent local
business model has to relay on shared spectrum authorization options such
as common access (like WiFi), secondary access (like TV WS) and licensed
shared access (some type of LSA).

5.2 Delimitation and Future Research Directions

The valuation of the engineering value of different flexible spectrum autho-
rization options in this thesis is conducted from perspective of a single oper-
ator; namely the MNO, under the assumption that the current technological
solutions will work as expected. This analysis can be carried further and im-
proved by adopting multi-operator scenarios where more detailed modelling
for interference in the low frequency bands (6GHz) and in the high frequency
bands (in frequency bands above 6 GHz) can be studied between a number of
LNOs to explore whether and how more flexible use and sharing of spectrum
resources can be authorized in spotty local indoor or outdoor environments
without entering into tight technical coordination. Here, the correlation level
of the traffic generated between two local networks can studied considering
symmetric and asymmetric traffic types and usage patterns.

Moreover, in view of the ongoing shift towards SDN-based and cloud- based
radio access network infrastructure, different business and cooperation models
can be environed scenarios for sharing both of the spectrum resources and in-
frastructure between actors with same or different business traditions. In this
context, mediation role and business opportunities for actors from the vertical
industry such as IT companies. For instance, the IT companies could build
soloutions/platforms to manage the radio access resources owned by different
actors to improve the utilization of the resources and better quality of services
for different types of end-subscribers. This can be linked with the emergence
of the mobile edge computing (MEC) architectures that offer cloud computing
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capabilities and an IT service environment at the edge of the cellular network.
Nevertheless, a number of technical, economic and regulation challenges can
be envisioned for such business models. On one hand, the traditional MNOs
may feel threatened to lose complete control over their radio resources and
hence, be obliged to come with new business strategies in order get a greater
share from the generated profits by IT companies. On another hand, a number
of economic and regulatory incentives may be offered to encourage and push
for such directions which aim to enhance the efficient utilization of the radio
network infrastructure and spectrum resources especially in the ultra-dense
deployment scenarios anticipated in the future.
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